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Evaluating and monitoring the packing behavior of
process-scale chromatography columns
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Abstract

The packing characteristics of process-scale chromatography columns were evaluated using the responses to conductivity-based pulse and
step inputs derived from tracer experiments and in-process transitions (i.e. column equilibration and regeneration steps). Characteristics of
the measured residence time distributions (RTDs) were quantified by statistical moments and using the equations derived from the Gaussian
model. The first and second moments calculated from in-process step transitions for multiple runs were in good agreement with those moments
calculated from the pulse-input experiments conducted immediately after column packing. This indicates that most of the time the bed behavior
at the time of packing is consistent with that at the time of operation. Due to the significant resistance to protein mass transfer inside the
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articles, estimated plate heights for protein solutes are expected to be much greater than those observed from the experimen
ased tracers. Thus, the column efficiency derived from salt-based experiments can be a useful measure of packing consistency
ignificant parameter influencing the outcome of protein separations.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Chromatography is widely used in the commercial pro-
uction of therapeutic proteins, and as the process is scaled-
p from the bench top to the pilot and production plants, it is

mportant to maintain the performance of each chromatog-
aphy step. Typical scale-up procedures entail keeping a
onstant linear velocity and bed height, so processing larger
mounts of feed requires an increased column diameter.
he use of large-diameter columns introduces challenges
ssociated with achieving reproducible packing procedures
nd packing efficiencies which are consistent across dif-

erent scales[1–3]. Contrary to the significant volume of
vailable data regarding the efficiency of analytical-scale
hromatography columns[4,5], there is a dearth of efficiency
ata for process-scale chromatography columns[6–11].

At the manufacturing scale, it is also important to main-
ain consistent packing characteristics for different beds used
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in multiple runs. It follows that monitoring packing char
teristics of chromatography columns and understanding
they affect the step performance is critical in making d
sions regarding the acceptance for use in manufacturing
individual packed column[12]. Most often, freshly packe
chromatography columns are evaluated by injecting a s
pulse of a low molecular weight inert tracer (NaCl, aceto
into the top of the column and evaluating certain para
ters from the effluent response. Acceptance or rejectio
the packing considers whether some of these paramete
within predefined ranges[12]. Accordingly, most of the pub
lished data for process-scale columns have been derived
pulse-input experiments[6–9,11]. Recent studies report co
umn efficiencies approaching theoretical limits using p
in-place columns fitted with multifunctional nozzle valv
that operate in conjunction with an automated slurry pac
system[6,7,9]. These systems provide a contained pac
method that does not require column disassembly an
assembly. The slurry is pumped into the column where
position of the flow distributor has been preset to a fi
bed height. The packing is complete when the pressure
021-9673/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.chroma.2005.02.051
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across the bed reaches a predefined maximum value and the
slurry transfer pump stops.

In addition to utilizing the effluent response to a pulse-
input, the column may be equivalently characterized from
the response to a step input. This type of response may be
observed, for example, after a conductivity step change dur-
ing column equilibration or regeneration. There seems to be a
smaller number of reports for process-scale columns dealing
with characteristics derived from step inputs[10,13]. Lar-
son et al.[10] recently investigated the utility of in-process
step transitions for monitoring column performance by cal-
culating an overall integrity value that proved effective in
identifying problems that occurred after several runs.

During the purification of proteins derived from animal
cell cultures, certain parameters characterizing the column
responses to both pulse and step inputs might be very use-
ful in order to assess the ability of a packed bed to deliver
consistent viral clearance after multiple uses. It has been re-
ported[14,15] that some parameters associated with the ef-
ficiency of the packed bed change simultaneously with the
change of its virus removal capacity. Thus, in principle, cer-
tain RTD characteristics could be monitored as surrogates for
virus clearance.

A number of different methods are available for evaluat-
ing the characteristics of the RTD, and the calculated packing
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togel EMD sorbents (40–90�m) were obtained from Merck
KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany). Process-scale chromatogra-
phy columns (40–63 cm I.D.) and associated pack-in-place
automated skids were obtained from either Amersham Bio-
sciences or Millipore (Stonehouse, UK). Process-scale chro-
matography systems with UNICORN control software were
obtained from Amersham Biosciences and used to obtain the
chromatography traces.

2.2. Experimental procedures

Similar procedures to others reported for pack-in-place
methods were also employed in this study[6–8]. Packed bed
heights ranged from 21 to 29 cm. The linear velocity used to
generate the RTDs ranged from 60 to 120 cm/h. All proce-
dures were carried out in the cold room (2–8◦C).

Effluent conductivity responses to both pulse and step in-
puts of non-adsorbing salt tracers were obtained from pack-
ing evaluation tests and from in-process chromatography
data. The conductivity measurements were between 1.0 and
160 mS/cm. For the pulse-input evaluation of freshly packed
columns, the injected pulse of NaCl solution was approxi-
mately equal to 2% of the column volume. Before injecting
the tracer, the columns were equilibrated with a NaCl solu-
tion of a lower concentration than the sample of the tracer in
o
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fficiencies may vary greatly depending on which metho
sed[16,17]. The use of statistical moments has been re
ized for a long time as one of the most accurate method
an be applied to evaluate the RTD characteristics of c
atography columns[18–20]. Note that some of the pu

ished efficiency data for process-scale columns have
erived assuming a Gaussian peak profile[6,9] while other
eports use the method of moments[7,10,13].

In this paper, we assess means of characterizing pro
cale chromatography columns and tracking bed beh
ver multiple uses. First investigated are different meth
nd approximations used to characterize packed bed R
nd the advantages and limitations associated with
ethod. Second, using both pulse-response data obtain
ediately after column packing and step-response dat

ained from manufacturing runs, we examine the consist
f the RTD properties obtained at different stages during
ed lifetime. This analysis allows insight into the stability

ndividual packed columns and indicates whether the pa
ed characteristics are maintained throughout the oper
inally, we investigate to which extent the RTD charac

stics derived from salt-based tracer experiments can h
ignificant influence on the outcome of protein separatio

. Methods

.1. Media, columns and, systems

Sepharose Fast Flow sorbents (45–165�m) were obtaine
rom Amersham Biosciences (Uppsala, Sweden) and
-

-

rder to suppress NaCl retention.
The extra-column contribution to band broadening

ound to be a small fraction of the overall peak dispers
epresentative data from multiple runs carried out in
tudy indicate that the extra-column dispersion is typic
round 5% and never more than 10% of the overall dis
ion for salt tracers. Note that the extra-column disper
ay vary from system to system (depending on the chara

stics of the flow path) and even from run to run (dependin
he volume of liquid held in the bubble trap during a partic
un). Moreover, the pack-to-pack reproducibility of the c
mn efficiency obtained from the operation of pack-in-p
ystems such as those used in this study has been re
o be around 6–7%[7]. Thus, the extra-column dispersi
ound in our experiments is of similar magnitude as the
erences in efficiency that can be found from pack to p
inally, the extra-column dispersion has been reported
n order of magnitude smaller than the dispersion origin

n the column headers[7]. Accordingly, the results present
n this study should be representative of the contribution
ispersion from the packed column.

The linearity between the conductivity signal and the
oncentration was also verified for the data analyzed in
tudy. In order to conduct RTD analysis it is importan
nsure that the signal measured (conductivity, optical den

s not affected by non-linear effects typically present at
oncentrations of the tracer.

For the case of those responses to step inputs, it wa
ssary to find conductivity transitions that were the re
f the step-input migrating through the column without
ignificant contribution from concurrent pH changes an
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Fig. 1. Conductivity, pH, and A280 profiles for (a) equilibration and (b) regeneration steps associated with a specific purification process.

elution of bound species (proteins, etc.). This is an important
requirement since RTD analysis is based on the use of an inert
tracer.Fig. 1 provides examples of conductivity transitions
from equilibration and regeneration steps that were found to
be useful for RTD analysis.

2.3. Data analysis

Data files were opened using Unicorn 4.11 soft-
ware (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ, USA) and
conductivity–volume data were exported for data analysis to
either Excel 2002 (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) or MAT-
LAB Release 13 (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Similar
values of the RTD characteristics were calculated by either
software package. The value of the elution volume at which

either the pulse or the step input was introduced to the col-
umn was subtracted from the recorded volume data set in
order to define the start of the vector containing the column
response relevant to the analysis. The recorded conductiv-
ity vector was also adjusted by retaining for further analysis
only those conductivity values that were associated with the
adjusted volume vector.

2.3.1. Pulse-based RTDs
A baseline was established for the conductivity vector by

subtracting the minimum recorded conductivity value from
the entire conductivity data set. After this subtraction, the
baseline noise was further filtered by assigning a value of
zero to those conductivity values that were less than one per-
cent of the conductivity value at the peak maximum. This
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manipulation of the data was sufficient in order to minimize
the noise from the analyzed data sets and maintain the dis-
persion of the RTD at the base of the peak.

2.3.2. RTD characteristics
The packing behavior of each column was characterized

by moment-based estimations of the mean residence volume,
variance, and skewness of each RTD, as outlined in the equa-
tions ofTable 1 [18–20]. These column characteristics were
determined by numerical integration of all RTD data. The
values of the mean residence volume and variance were also
estimated by approximating the RTD via the Gaussian model
(seeTable 1) and were compared to the respective moment-
based estimations for all packed columns. In addition, asym-
metry (A) at 10% of the peak maximum[12] was determined
for each RTD and compared to the peak skewness. The po-
sition of the peak maximum, peak width at half height, and
asymmetry were estimated using the UNICORN software.

2.4. Plate height definitions and correlations

Column efficiencies were estimated through the plate
number,N, using

Ni = Vi
2

(10)

w ght
e

h

w -
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of chromatography is only truly defined for a Gaussian dis-
tribution (for∼N> 100), as stated before, most real peaks are
non-Gaussian and plate numbers are used as the most com-
mon measure of column efficiency by extending the use of
Eq.(11) to all observed distributions[4].

All conductivity-based column efficiencies measured
were derived from experiments where salt-based solutes were
used as tracers. Because the actual separation of interest in-
volves protein solutes, a predictive model describing the vari-
ation of plate height with solute size is necessary in order
to gain further insight into the behavior of the systems be-
ing studied. Contributions to the overall reduced plate height
(hi overall) of a packing include (i) molecular axial disper-
sion (hi AD), (ii) boundary-layer mass transfer (hi BLMT ), (iii)
intraparticle diffusion (hi ID), (iv) adsorption and desorp-
tion kinetics (hi ADS/DES), and (v) macroscopic dispersion
(hi MACRO). With each individual contribution being addi-
tive, the overall reduced plate height may be expressed by
[21]

hi overall = hi MACRO + hi AD + hi BLMT + hi ID

+hi ADS/DES (12)

where the value of the overall reduced plate height is a func-
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here the subscript “i” refers to the solute. The reduced hei
quivalent of a theoretical plate,h, was determined using

i = L

dpNi

(11)

hereL represents the bed height anddp is the particle diam
ter. While the plate number for the continuous plate m

able 1
ifferent estimations of RTD characteristics

Moment-based

TD Pulsesa: E(V ) = c(V )∫ ∞
0 c(V ) dV

(1)

Steps:E(V ) = dF (V )
dV

(2)

where the age function isb F (V )

ean residence volume Vmean=
∞∫
0

VE(V ) dV (4)

ariancec σ2
moment=

∞∫
0

(V − Vmean)2E(V )

symmetry –

kewness s = γ3

(σ2
moment)

3/2 (6)

whereγ3 =
∞∫
0

(V − Vmean)3E(V

a c is the conductivity andV is the elution volume. All integration was
b cinitial is the minimum (or maximum) conductivity value prior to the s
hange. All differentiation was done numerically using a suitable smo
rom high to low conductivity conditions, the absolute value of the der

c W1/2 is the peak width at half height.
ion of the nature of solute “i” (i.e. salt or protein), the mo
ile phase velocity, and the properties of the column an
acking media. The boundary-layer mass transfer and
article diffusion terms may be estimated using the follow
quations[21]

i BLMT = (1 − x)2

3(1− εb)
× ReSci ×

(
1

Nui

)
(13)

Gaussian-based

E(V ) = 1

(2πσ2
Gaussian)

1/2 e−(V−Vpeak)
2/2σ2

Gaussian(8)

cinitial
cinitial

(3)

Vpeak

σ2
Gaussian=

W2
1/2

5.54 (9)

1

0

)

sing the trapezoidal rule.
ange in conductivity andcfinal is the maximum (or minimum) value after the s
technique (second-degree least squares with five points[19]). For a step chang

was taken in order to obtain positive values of the RTD.
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hi ID = (1 − x)2

3(1− εb)
× ReSci ×

( m

10

)
(14)

Details of the model are provided by Athalye et al.[21] and
definition of the terms may be found in the Nomenclature
section. Becausehi ADS/DES is generally small compared to
other mass transfer contributions for the ion-exchange chro-
matography of proteins[3,19,22], this term was dropped from
Eq.(12).

On the other hand,hi MACRO andhi AD are fairly insen-
sitive to the solute diffusion coefficient[23]. Thus, the axial
dispersion and macroscopic contributions to the reduced plate
height can be assumed to be the same for a protein and for a
low molecular weight, salt-based solute. Therefore, it follows
that the contribution to the reduced plate height from both the
axial and macroscopic band broadening can be calculated for
any solute (either salt or protein) from (i) the knowledge of
the overall reduced plate height for a salt-based solute de-
termined from the experimental RTD data (hsalt overall) and
(ii) the estimated values of the reduced plate height contribu-
tions due to film mass transfer (hsalt BLMT ) and intraparticle
diffusion (hsalt ID) for a salt-based solute, thus

(hprotein AD + hprotein MACRO)

= (hsalt AD + hsalt MACRO)

T then
b -

tions estimated by Eqs.(13) and(14) to those approximated
with Eq.(15).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Evaluation of pulse-input RTDs

The comparison of RTD characteristics presented below
for multiple packs of a representative column is based on
(i) moment calculations and (ii) estimates based on the as-
sumption of a Gaussian peak profile. While the data is only
presented for a particular column, similar behavior was ob-
served for all packed columns studied.

Depicted inFig. 2are the mean column volumes estimated
using both the peak maximum location and the first moment
of the pulse-input response. The location of the RTD peak
maximum (Vpeak) is only equal to the actual hold-up volume
of the bed for a symmetrical peak, whereas the volume esti-
mated by the first moment (Vmean) is independent of the peak
shape. For the data presented inFig. 2,Vpeakis always smaller
thanVmean, which is always the case for tailing peaks.Pack05
in Fig. 2 shows the largest discrepancy between the two es-
timates. If, in this case,Vpeak was interpreted as the actual
hold-up volume of the packed bed, it might be inferred that
t nt in
o
e
c ange

F
e

= (hsalt overall) − (hsalt BLMT + hsalt ID) (15)

he overall reduced plate heights for protein solutes can
e determined via Eq.(12)by adding the diffusional contribu
ig. 2. Hold-up volume estimations for multiple packs of a representative pro
stimated from pulse-input RTDs using moments (Eq. (4)) and the position o
he position of the top column header needs adjustme
rder to achieve the desired volume. Looking atVmean, how-
ver, it becomes clear that the hold-up volume ofPack05 is
onsistent with other packs and that there is no need to ch
cess-scale chromatography column (63 cm internal diameter). The volumes were
f the effluent peak maximum.
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Fig. 3. RTD variance estimations for multiple packs of a representative process-scale chromatography column. Variances were estimated using moments (Eq.
(5)) and theW1/2 values (Eq. (9)).

the position of the flow distributor. This example shows that
moment-based estimations of the column hold-up volume are
more reliable than the estimate derived from the Gaussian
model.

The variances estimated using (i) the peak width at half-
height (W1/2) via Eq. (9) derived from the Gaussian model
and (ii) the second central moment via Eq. (5) are plotted in
Fig. 3for the same representative packs. The moment-based
variances (σ2

moment) are greater than theW1/2-based variances
(σ2

Gaussian) since the former account for the dispersion over
the entire RTD and are particularly sensitive to tailing in the
vicinity of the baseline while the latter are based on only two
points of the entire RTD and are, therefore, less sensitive to
the dispersion present at the base of the peak.

Different measures of asymmetry are presented inFig. 4
for the representative packs. Both the asymmetry at 10% of
the peak maximum and the skewness defined in Eq. (6) in-
dicate tailing RTDs for all columns evaluated. While both
parameters correctly captured the type of asymmetry, there
is not a strong correlation between the two sets of data pre-
sented inFig. 4. There are two reasons that can contribute to
the lack of a strong correlation. First, the moment-based cal-
culation includes all points of the distribution and can offer
increased sensitivity to tailing, especially to that occurring
below 10% of the peak maximum. Second, the estimation er-
r RTD
d , such
a

t
t e

data observed for all large-scale columns investigated, the re-
lationship between the two moments is roughly linear. This
empirical correlation suggests that, in our case, the trend fol-
lowed by the values of the third moment adds little addi-
tional insight into the characterization of the evaluated packed
beds.

Finally, reduced plate height values for salt-based solutes
were calculated using Eq.(11). The resulting moment-based
estimates (usingLσ2

moment/dpV
2
mean) and Gaussian-based es-

timates (usingLW2
1/2/5.54dpV

2
peak) are plotted inFig. 6. The

results of the reduced plate heights presented inFig. 6 are
in the range of 4–8 on the basis of the Gaussian model and
6–23 on the basis of the moment calculations, with most of
the values calculated via moments in the range of 6–13. These
results are in good agreement with recently published results
[8,11]. As previously reported[16–17], these estimates of
efficiency are largely dependent on the applied method of
calculation, with moment-based estimates being greater than
Gaussian-based estimates as a result of the larger values of the
variance estimated via the statistical moments[18]. Notably,
higher efficiencies have been reported recently for process-
scale columns when the Gaussian model is employed[6,9]
while lower efficiencies are reported when the method of mo-
ments is used[10].

Further examination ofFig. 6 reveals that the moment-
b rsion
a e the
G cases
o e val-
u s are
or and the uncertainty associated with the noise of the
ata increases when calculating higher order moments
s the third central moment[1].

In Fig. 5, the third central moment (γ3) is plotted agains
he second central moment (σ2

moment). Over the range of th
ased analysis is capable of detecting significant dispe
ssociated with peak tailing at the base of the peak whil
aussian-based calculation is not. Take for example the
f Pack05 and Pack07. Note that for these two packs th
es of the reduced plate height calculated via moment
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Fig. 4. RTD skewness and asymmetry estimations for multiple packs of a representative process-scale chromatography column. The skewness was evaluated
using moments (Eq. (7)) and the asymmetry was evaluated at 10% of the peak maximum.

significantly higher than the efficiency values calculated on
the basis of the Gaussian model. Moreover, note that the effi-
ciency values calculated on the basis of the Gaussian model
for these two packs follow the same trend as the rest of the
data presented inFig. 6. Thus, as a result of its low sensitivity
to tailing close to the baseline, the Gaussian-based method
fails to detect packed beds exhibiting unusually high disper-
sion, as noted elsewhere[10].

F oment
f

3.2. Evaluation of step input RTDs

The first and second central moments calculated from the
RTDs obtained via the analysis of the step input transitions
were compared to those moments calculated from the RTDs
obtained via the analysis of the pulse-inputs for the same
packed bed. InFig. 7, the first moments, or mean residence
volumes, calculated from a chosen equilibration step are plot-
ted against the mean residence volumes calculated from the
initial pulse-input evaluation. A similar analysis is presented
in Fig. 8for the second moments, or variances. Overall, there
is good agreement between the moments calculated from the
initial pulses and the subsequent in-process step transitions,
thus indicating a stable packing behavior over multiple col-
umn uses. Only a few transitions (less than five percent) pro-
duced values of the moments markedly different from those
originated by the initial salt pulse. Thus, monitoring stepwise,
in-process transitions is a useful tool in order to determine if
the bed behavior at the time of the packing qualification is
the same as that at the time of operation.

Specific runs did show a marked increase in the variance
over time, indicating that a change in the packed bed hap-
pened. An example of a change observed in the behavior of
a particular packed bed is depicted inFig. 9, where the RTD
profiles are plotted for the initial pulse-input assessment
a ent
r rived
f with
t xth
ig. 5. The third central moment plotted against the second central m
or the column data presented inFigs. 3 and 4.
long with the RTD profiles derived from six subsequ
egeneration steps. Note that the first five profiles de
rom the regeneration step are in very good agreement
he profile derived from the initial evaluation, but the si
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Fig. 6. Reduced plate height values for multiple packs of a representative process-scale chromatography column calculated from pulse-input RTDs (salt-based
tracers). Plate heights were estimated using moments and from theW1/2 values assuming a Gaussian peak.

regeneration profile shows an unusual double peak. This dis-
agreement with the consistent preceding behavior indicates
that a change in the packed bed occurred sometime after the
fifth use of the column. This example further demonstrates

the utility of RTD analysis for characterizing the consistency
of the packed bed behavior. Agreement between the packing
evaluation RTD and subsequent in-process RTDs provides
assurance that the bed behavior at the time of the initial

F nsition e
m

ig. 7. The mean residence volumes calculated from conductivity tra

ean residence volumes calculated from the initial pulse-input for the same
s associated with a particular equilibration step (Vequil step) are plotted against th

column (Vsalt pulse).
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Fig. 8. The variances calculated from conductivity transitions associated with a particular equilibration step (σ2
equil step) are plotted against the variances calculated

from the initial pulse-input for the same column (σ2
salt pulse).

Fig. 9. RTD profiles obtained from the initial pulse-input evaluation and six subsequent conductivity transitions associated with a particular regeneration step
(applying Eq. (3) to the step transitions).
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qualification is the same as the behavior observed during
subsequent operation. Moreover, any significant differences
detected provide warning regarding potential problems.

3.3. Efficiency data and step performance

In addition to monitoring efficiency data from run to run, it
is desirable to understand how these data relate to the perfor-
mance of the chromatography step. Specifically, it is impor-
tant to gain insight into the connection between the efficiency
determined from experiments conducted with salt-based so-
lutes, the efficiency expected for proteins and the outcome of
protein separations.

It has been shown that the plate heights derived from ex-
periments using small salt-based tracers are not representative
of the plate heights expected for larger protein solutes[24]. It
is expected that the plate heights for salt-based solutes should
be primarily dominated by the macroscopic and axial disper-
sion resistances to mass transfer while protein-based plate
heights should be governed mostly by the intraparticle diffu-
sion resistance[22]. Smaller solutes have higher diffusivities,
thus their transport by diffusion inside the particles is much
faster. This expectation is confirmed by the van Deemter plot
depicted inFig. 10. This chart presents the data measured in
this study for salt-based solutes along with estimates for two
p nd
i sed

Table 2
Parameters used to predict the reduced plate heights for the protein solutes
in Fig. 10

Protein v (cm/min) D (cm2/s) dp (�m) εb εp

Interferon 1.0 6.0× 10−7 90 0.35 0.88
IgG 1.0 4.0× 10−7 90 0.35 0.88

Diffusion coefficients were estimated following Tyn and Gusek[26]. The
interstitial void fraction and intraparticle inclusion porosity were approxi-
mated using data from Nash and Chase[24].

to estimate the diffusional contributions for all solutes are
presented inTable 2. As seen inFig. 10, the overall reduced
plate heights measured in this study for salt-based solutes at
low values of the reduced velocity (ReSc) are much greater
than the estimated contributions via Eqs.(14) and(15) for
the diffusional resistances to mass transfer. Thus, the main
contributions to band broadening for salt-based solutes come
from the mass transfer resistances originated by axial and
macroscopic dispersion.

On the other hand, it is also evident fromFig. 10that the
overall values of the reduced plate height for protein solutes
are primarily determined by the contribution of intraparti-
cle mass transfer resistance. As stated before, the overall
values of the plate heights for the proteins were calculated
by adding the estimated diffusional contributions (Eqs.(13)
and(14)) to the axial and macroscopic dispersion contribu-
tions derived from the experiments with salt-based solutes
(Eq. (15)). The calculated variability of the overall reduced

F
s
l

roteins of different size: interferon (MW, ca. 19 kDa) a
mmunoglobulin (MW, ca. 150 kDa). The parameters u
ig. 10. Reduced plate heights versus reduced velocity for different solutes.
teps and the plate heights were estimated using moments. The data for th
ine represent the predictions for boundary-layer mass transfer (Eq.(13)) and intra
The data for salt-based tracers were measured during equilibration orregeneration
e protein solutes were predicted using Eqs.(12)–(15). The smooth line and dotted
particle diffusion (Eq.(14)), respectively.
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plate height values for the proteins as a result of the run-
to-run differences due to axial and macroscopic dispersion
contributions is a fairly small fraction (ca. 10–20%) of the
overall efficiency value. Thus, the observed run-to-run vari-
ations of the packing behavior should not have a major im-
pact on the column efficiency during the actual separation of
proteins.

Furthermore, note that the calculations presented inFig. 10
are valid for conditions where the solutes are not retained.
The plate height increases (and the efficiency decreases) as
the protein retention increases[22]. During the course of a
typical purification cycle, proteins are strongly retained dur-
ing column load and weakly retained during column elution.
Since the efficiency of the column increases as the separa-
tion progresses from the loading step to the elution step, the
plate heights presented inFig. 10will be the smallest possi-
ble (and the efficiency the highest) to be encountered during
the purification. The actual efficiency governing the separa-
tion of the proteins will be lower than the one expected from
Fig. 10. Accordingly, the difference between the efficiency
determined for a non-retained, salt-based solute and the effi-
ciency expected for a retained protein is even bigger than the
one depicted inFig. 10.

If the separation of proteins is primarily governed by scale-
independent contributions to mass transfer resistance due to
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n ce.
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of column dispersion, while the former is not dependent on
column dispersion. The second central moment, or variance,
is a very sensitive measure of the dispersion about the mean
residence volume. The variance estimated via the second cen-
tral moment includes most of the experimental RTD points
in the calculation, effectively capturing tailing phenomena
happening at the base of the peak.

Statistical moments can also be calculated from stepwise,
in-process, conductivity-based transitions in order to charac-
terize the packing behavior of process-scale chromatography
columns at the actual time of use. These moments may be
used to track the column behavior over multiple runs and to
check for consistency with preceding runs and with the ini-
tial packing qualification. Significant changes in the behavior
of the packed bed from run to run can be identified with this
technique, thus aiding in the decision making process regard-
ing the suitability of the column for future use. Thus, the RTD
analysis of in-process step transitions could be a useful tool
to be applied within the process analytical technology (PAT)
framework recently proposed by the FDA[25]. As suggested
by other authors[14,15] this tool could potentially provide
timely evaluation of important process attributes such as the
ability of the step to reduce the potential virus load of the
feed.

Reduced plate heights were calculated from experiments
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ntraparticle diffusion, it would be expected that the va
f the plate heights determined for salt-based solutes s
ot exhibit a significant correlation with step performan

n fact, for different types of chromatography steps use
arge-scale protein purification, we have observed the ab
f a strong correlation between salt-based column efficie
nd step yield and purity (Proprietary data, not shown). T

he salt-based plate heights evaluated from the analysis
rocess step data are useful for characterizing the pa
tability over time but might not be very useful for pred
ng the outcome of the step. If, however, a specific pac
ould originate an anomalous RTD profile for a salt-ba
olute (e.g. a wide split peak that could indicate the exist
f channeling in the packed bed), it is possible that the v
f the plate height for the salt-based solute under thes
umstances can be of the same order of magnitude or h
han the value of the contribution to the plate height from
rotein intraparticle diffusion. In this case it would be r
mmended to repack the column since the poor behav

he packing could definitely affect the outcome of the pro
eparation.

. Conclusions

RTD analysis of a conductivity-based pulse eluting fro
reshly packed column is a useful tool for column evalua
nd characterization. The first moment, or mean resid
olume, provides a more accurate measure of the co
old-up volume than the value of the volume determined f

he effluent peak maximum. The latter varies as a func
ith salt-based tracers in order to assess column effic
nder these conditions. Because the separation of intere

cally involves proteins, plate height correlations were u
o estimate the column efficiencies for protein solutes. S
he contribution of intraparticle diffusion to the overall pl
eight is the largest and most important factor that determ

he column efficiency during the separation of protein
ollows that random variations in the packing behavio
stimated from experiments conducted with salt-based
rs should not have a significant impact on the outcom
protein separation (unless there is a significant brea

he integrity of the packed bed such as channeling). Th
ore, monitoring the bed behavior using salt-based, step
n-process conductivity transitions should be very usefu
emonstrating control and consistency of the operation
f limited use as a way to determine the performance
rotein separation step.

. Nomenclature

effluent conductivity (mS/cm)
p diameter of a stationary-phase particle (cm)

mobile phase solute diffusion coefficient (cm2/s)
(V) RTD function of an inert tracer
(V) age function of an inert tracer

reduced plate height
c concentration-based fluid mass-transfer coeffic

(cm/s)
column length (cm)
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m intraparticle diffusion resistance, given by 2.5/εp
N number of theoretical plates
Nu fluid-phase Nusselt number, defined askcdp/D
ReSc reduced velocity, defined asdpvint/D
s skewnees of the RTD
vint interstitial solute velocity (cm/s)
V elution volume (L)
Vmean mean residence volume (L)
Vo bed volume (L)
Vpeak volume of effluent at the peak maximum (L)
x fraction of solute in the mobile liquid phase, given

by εb/[εb + (1− εb)εp]

Greek symbols
εb interstitial (interparticle) void fraction in a packed

bed
εp intraparticle inclusion porosity of a solute
γ third central moment of the RTD (L3)
σ2 variance of the RTD (L2)
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